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Columnist in Grenada W.I. 

Finally the splash!!! 

 

he last Post ended with a missing propeller as the columnist revealed. Well, the greased 

propeller and new anodes are back in place, so no worries about that piece of equipment 

anymore. 

 

And yes, Zeezwaluw is restored and is pretty beyond imagination as 

the crew told the columnist when he announced his visit. To be 

honest, he was flabbergasted by the appearance of the almost new 

Zeezwaluw. She was, although still high and dry standing proud and 

shiny amongst the other boats. Not shy anymore for she was bearing 

her name again for all to see, so no anonymity for her anymore. 

PS just out of the water PS naked PS  finished 

Stern just out of the water Stern naked Stern finished 

SS with rust stains, just out of the 

water 

Bow repaired and naked PS finished and with new 

portholes 

Even the new portholes were fitted in the dark blue band and were shiny and fashionable with 

out screws. It almost looked there was no glass in it. As you can imagen, the crew was very 

satisfied and happy that the lengthily job on the hard was finally finished.  The paint job turned 

out even better as they ever had visualized. 

When the paint job was completed and the name “Zeezwaluw” back on, the crew placed the 

Monitor wind steering back on the stern. Thereafter it was time to get the main sail back on the 

boom so she looked like a real sailing boat again after 5,5 months on the hard. 

 

After the crew paid the final bill, they were ready and eager for the splash on May 23 at 3 P.M. 

A last dot of bottom paint underneath the keel before Zeezwaluw travelled on the submersible 

trailer slowly to her natural habitat, the sea. 
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Several staff members of Clarkes Court Boatyard and Marina accompanied her along the yard 

and waved the crew and Zeezwaluw goodbye when they left the yard sailed away to anchor in 

Woburn Bay. 

 

The Zeezwaluw crew is happy to be floating 

again and sitting at anchor for a few days 

before they start their journey along the 

islands in northerly direction. Keep tuned for 

their new sailing adventures, no more 

boatyard stories! 

 

The pictures of Zeezwaluw show the 

transformation of Zeezwaluw from “ugly and 

dirty” just out of the water to “naked ship” 

and her restored beauty. 
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